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Old Geelong Football Club Premiership Wraps    2016 Part 2             Completed        5/1/17 

Compiled and partially written by Peter Lemon, and continued from previously published Part 1.  

Part 3 (hopefully the last, this has taken longer than Gone with the Wind meets War and Peace) will be out shortly. 

General anecdotes and observations from the day or the season generally, continued:  

11) We received this contribution from Jack MacPherson (partially obscured in centre of photo left) re OGS Grand 

Final day: 

* The Brown’s Corner Hotel (just around the corner from the 

Coburg City Oval) had a very English football hooligan vibe to it pre-

game. With Mentone supporters up one end of the bar, and us at 

the other. Was quite tense! 

* Quick highlight, Birdy’s 55m set-shot goal in the second quarter. 

By Sunday afternoon at the Arcadia the goal had grown to 80 

metres. Whilst Birdy was telling the story, he looked at me with a 

serious look in his face, ‘Macca, I can kick it.’ 

* The Sênor 

De Crep 

Cheer Squad) – made up of Harley Beaumont, Carah, 

Rob Hunter, Dave Wood, etc. – erupting when R de C 

(No.11) kicked the sealer.  

* Back at Como that evening, Ed Manton has a future in 

sales; everyone who walked up to the bar requesting 

one Furphy beer ($3) always walked away with a special 

3-for-10 deal. 

That’s also Jack Mac in the middle after 

another Grand Final a couple of weeks later, 

in a rather clearer shot taken by Andrew 

Walsh. The bloke on the left is Ben Long who 

played 66 games for the Old Geelong 

Football Club, next to him Easton Wood, 

Captain of the Western Bulldogs Football 

Club (who spoke at our Season Launch in 

2015), Jack himself (105 games for the OGS, 

member of the 2012 Reserves Premiership 

team and resuming in 2017), whilst the 

gentleman to the far right (his location. We know nothing of his politics) is Ed Stevens who played 68 games 

for the OGFC and was also a member of the 2012 Reserves Premiership team. 
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12) Aiming for a repeat? John Graham trying to replicate his never-to-be-forgotten-and-I’m-happy-to-tell-

you-about-it-again-if-you-like-2012-Club18-Grand-Final Goal in 2016 - but it didn’t quite come off.  

Check the incisive in-depth comparisons below: 

** 2012  

75-metre torp.  

Late final-quarter goal. 

(Ball still going up as it goes through the big 

sticks; goal umpire does not have to move.)  

Seals the game.  

OGS go to three goals up. 

Crowd goes berserk.  

 

 

 

 

 

** But in 2016       

48-metre something.   

Final quarter. 

OGS two points up.  

Ball fades badly to the right (just 

squeezes in for a behind. Goal umpire 

placed under extreme pressure.)  

OGS now three points up. 

Opposition still in the game.  

Mutterings and murmurings in the 

crowd about demanding their money 

back 

However, resultant kick-out from full back is intercepted by OGS player Jameson Hunter who marks - and 

then goals from the set shot. Not all that long to go.  Crowd goes berserk.  

Which leaves us to ask, was it all part of some elaborate and cunning plan? 
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13) On the subject of Jameson Hunter (furthest right) we note 

that at that time, he was a pilot for Sharp “No Relation to 

Will” Airlines, which serves a number of towns in southern 

Victoria, northern Tasmania, and the Bass Straight islands, 

flying Metroliners.   

We would like to assure readers (especially anyone who 

might have flown with Sharp Airlines early that next week) 

that he was NOT rostered on to fly in the couple of days 

following the Clubbies’ Grand Final win. (He has since moved 

to London where he is currently doing a conversion course 

for Airbus A320s and expects to be back in Australia flying for Jetstar from next February.) 

14) And of “When will it be?” 

Question soon to be asked after the Preliminary Final win (Sunday 4 September) was whether the Grand Final 
would be held the following Saturday (with a six-day turn around for 
OGS), or the following Sunday. Given that if it were to be on the Sunday 
it could well impact on the availability of Harry Morrison, due to it also 
being Athletic Sports Day at Geelong Grammar.  
 
In the finish, it didn’t matter because Saturday was the day selected by 
the VAFA, but it took us back to the Under 19s’ Grand Final in 2012 which 
was slotted in for the Sunday and involved a similar clash, with at least 
four boys still at school - Will Sloss, Will Holmes (left, in that Grand Final), 
Charlie Burbury and Jock Grimshaw - all expected selections for the 
OGFC. But equally, all expected to compete in the aths. 
 
After a series of representations to the Powers That Be, the VAFA 
declined to move the game to the Saturday (understandable due to the 
difficulty of obtaining 

suitable venues for finals matches), but at least it was to 
be held at 9.20am on the Sunday morning.   
 
After a series of negotiations with various members of 
staff and parents, all four players were released to 
compete for the OGFC, being driven by parents at some 
ungodly hour of the morning from Corio to Sandringham 
to be at the ground by 8am. To play in the side and to win 
the flag, shortly after which they were driven with some 
urgency back to GGS, competed in various athletics 
events, and in the case of at least a couple were then 
driven back to Melbourne for the late afternoon 
celebrations. 
 
With the situation reversed this year, we wonder how Harry went in his race event(s) the following day. 

(Recent intelligence suggests that he may well have finished last.) 
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15) Of some Firsts’ Grand Final coverage – an exclusive report from Apollo Bay 

We mentioned in an earlier article that Will Reed (on the left) had arranged his Buck’s Day a long time 

previously, for Saturday 10 September. In fact, it turned out it was a Buck’s Weekend at Apollo Bay, starting 

on the Friday evening.  

Will’s input into the Club over the past three seasons 

(Best Clubman 2014) in relation to acting as Team 

Manager for various sides, organising match-day 

officials, running the boundary, general organisation 

absolutely par excellence, has been formidable, and has 

contributed greatly to the much-improved running of 

the Club.   

(And did you know 

that the season 

before he wrote the weekly Premier C Division section column for The 

Amateur Footballer magazine?) 

Perhaps Will never expected the Club to make it as far as the second 

weekend in September, but whatever the reason he could not re-

schedule his long-planned event and was therefore unable to be in 

attendance at the Grand Final.  

However, we were able to prevail upon him to supply us with his version 

of the afternoon: 

“Hi Lemmo, 

 When the game started 2.20pm on Saturday I’d only had one hour sleep from the night before and I was an 

empty vessel. From what I could gather from the second-hand coverage via VAFA live scores and Dad’s (Simon 

Reed who was there) and Stevie Lansdell’s texts: 
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 1st quarter – Sounded like we started on the back 
foot, got back into it then played two mins of dumb footy 
to fall behind by two goals at the break. Felt nervous so I 
left the phone alone for a while and went to the beach 
because superstition dictates that if you loosen your 
attachment to winning, results improve… 
 

 2nd quarter – We’ve gone bang, bang, bang in the 
second to establish a decent lead so the trip to the beach 
worked. Thought that our unusual accuracy of 9.7 was a 
very good KPI that the boys were on.  
 

 3rd quarter – I was getting drunk again at this stage 
so a bit blurry but think Mentone hit the lead here, so I was 
thinking the Second Semi was repeating itself, although it 
then sounded like we fought hard for the lead at the end. 
 

 4th quarter – Margin was 8 points for a loooooong 
time so I was gripped to the phone but when we went 14 
pts up about 23 mins in I thought we had it. When we won 
I felt very proud, particularly as the game itself was so hard 
fought and also having seen first-hand what this group has 
been through to achieve a premiership. Made for a great 
fillip for another massive night.” 

            The great Colby O’Brien 
 

16) Another bloke in the general Surf Coast area on the Sunday was Nick Bourke who had a long-standing 

commitment to cycle in the 120-kilometre Amy Gillett Cycle Ride from Lorne. One hundred and twenty 

kilometres:  he might have finished up even more knackered, although for different reasons, than some of 

our players by Sunday evening. 

17) We enjoyed checking the posts on the OGS Facebook Page on Grand Final day and on the days that 

followed.  In particular, one which read and said, “Dugald McKay: Worth every minute of the drive from 

NSW. Well done Ogs.”  

That’s Dugald in the OGFC 

scarf and Didee McKay, 

with son Hugh (in the 

understated red) back at 

Como later on.  

We wonder if they came 

down from NSW as well for 

the Presentation Night a 

couple of weeks later - 

when Hugh nudged out 

Colby O’Brien to take the 

trophy for Firsts’ Best & 

Fairest for Season 2016. 

https://www.facebook.com/dugald.mckay?fref=ufi&rc=p
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18) We asked a lot of people for any stories, comments and anecdotes from the day, or indeed the finals 

series or the season in general, to put into these notes and received some co-operation. And what we did get 

was terrific. 

The prize for the very best goes to Cathie Kemp (right) who wrote these wonderful 

words:  

“Season 2016 finished with such excitement, unbridled joy, and perhaps excessive 

celebration!! - and a great sense of overwhelming happiness throughout the 

playing group, family and friends and our general support group.   

“Moments captured from Saturday 10 September in my mind:  

- a horde of cheering, bright supporters travelling down behind the goals with our pack of forwards;   

 

- a very large contingent of staunch, vocal supporters around the ground - some travelling from interstate for 

the game;  

- Celebrations at Como Pavilion:  

* several of our young Under 19s enjoying the 

excitement and declaring their enthusiasm and 

intentions for Season 2017 with gusto 

* the exultant look on Harry Morrison’s face 

riding aloft, singing “We Are The Champions” 

* BBQ manned in the rain by three of my 

brothers, Norman (father of Johnny & Harry 

Graham), Noel (Ollie Graham) and Paul (whose 

son Scott wants to join OGS next year…) 

Some of the Kemp/Graham clan: the brothers were                                                      

presumably outside in the rain, manning the BBQ. 
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* meeting Colby’s family and all the Gores. 

 

That’s two of the Gores, above, earlier on. 

* watching my creative “celebration cake” being dismantled very quickly, beginning with Josh Hoevenaars’ 

face!!!  (We don’t know what happened to the cake, or to Hoovs’ face, but this photo above right was 

presumably taken before whatever happened, happened.)  

Will that do??  WELL DONE for Season 2016….   Cathie” 

19) Will that do? Well I decided we needed more and emailed her back: 

“Thanks so much Cathie -  this is exactly the sort of thing I’m 

after. However, I will be doing a paragraph as well on the Great 

Contact Lens Disaster of the Preliminary Final and the fact that 

Rupert Kemp looked as if he had been hit by a medium-sized 

meteorite at the end of that game, yet to my absolute 

amazement pulled up so well, even by next Tuesday evening’s 

training, that he was able to go on and play in the Grand Final. 

Please provide further details.” 

(Rupert had been involved in a collision early in the game which 

had seen one of his contact lens dislodged to land untraceable in 

the grass, and leaving him with little effective vision. And he was 

later involved in a number of subsequent incidents as well.) 

Cathy replied as follows:  

“As far as I can ascertain Rupert suffered five “assaults of sorts”  

“First: the contact lens saga  - when Bonnie & Clyde - aka Libby 

(Graham)  & Simon (Kemp) – rushed from the ground, leapt into 

a car (was it theirs?) and set off at great speed to locate an OPSM; Simon kept the engine running while Lib 

had to get special dispensation at OPSM to be able to buy Rupert’s 2.75 lenses, then buy $125 worth because 
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they wouldn’t let her buy less!!!, jump into the waiting get-away car and rush back to the  ground and deliver 

a lens to Rupert; elapsed time, about 15 minutes!! 

“This was then followed progressively during the rest of the Prelim Final game 

(a) by a whack in the nose - as yet not confirmed broken, but blood everywhere;  

(b) received an almighty corked thigh;   

(c) "friendly fire" from Jason Barry (sometimes also known as Barry Jason, especially during medallion 

presentation ceremonies) into the left eye when Rupe heard a cracking crunch but looks to be OK - just 

black!!;  

 (d) laid out behind the game by an umpire!!!  (QUE!?!?    And was that field, boundary or goal?) 

(f - residual!!) very sore collar-bone where it had broken earlier in the season …   (see section on Thursday 

Training Mishaps in Part 3 when published.) 

Think that’s a fair day’s work for the lad….  

BTW Pete - NOTHING would keep Rupe 

away from the GF, except perhaps your 

referred-to meteorite, but that rock would 

be feeling sorry for itself too!!!!!” 

Six and a bit days later at Como: no need 

for contacts now, as 124 dollars’ worth lie 

forgotten somewhere in a cupboard.        

(That’s the 2005 premiership team jumper 

and photo behind.) 

  

20) Of a change for the better -  and perhaps in the nick of time 

It seems the club’s inaccuracy in kicking for goal has cost us dearly since the beginning of time. When digging 

out a photo - the only one we have from 1955 - for an earlier edition of Past Player Notes we found the 

following report from the same year: 

“Sad to relate we were finally beaten for the “E” Grade Premiership by de la Salle OC. With five of our best 

players unable to play through injuries and with two stars playing under difficulties, we still had every chance 

to win the grand final on 17 September. But at three-quarter time, we had kicked the melancholy score of 7 

goals 16 behinds and were leading by three points.  DeLa finished well, winning 15-12 to 9-18.” 

And it is rumoured that on one occasion in the early 1960s, OGGS amassed a score line of 2-22 against 

Tooronga Malvern. 
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Indeed, there have been plenty of disasters over the years, 

but fast forwarding well over half a century we come to 

Round 18, 2016 where the scoreboard at Como looked like 

this just before the end of the game. 

Ever the unbridled optimist I said to someone after the 

game, “well, better to have kicked like this today, because it 

will have got it out of our system for next weekend’s semi-

final”. 

Yet a week later in the Second Semi the scoreboard at Elsternwick Park, after we had kicked with a strong 

wind (seldom is there ever any other sort at EP), saw us registering 2-8 in the first term, and the same for the 

entire second half, as we lost the game by nine points despite having had one more scoring shot. 

Ever the unbridled optimist I then said to someone after the game “well, at least we’ve got that out of our 

system before the Preliminary Final.”  Yet it seemed to be but more of the same at the start of the Prelim as, 

despite having far more of the play, we had moved out to 2-6 in the first quarter and an almost-melancholy 

7-13 by half time. In the finish the five-goal win should easily 

have been ten. 

But finally, at last, in the 2016 Grand Final and when it 

mattered most, we were the ones to kick the straighter.  

Two less scoring shots yet an eight-point win.  

As Stephen Hawking is alleged to have said, statistically it 

had to happen eventually. 

21) Of more emails 

One thing we did receive both before and after the game were emails from a number of people, wishing the 

Club victory or congratulating it on achieving same. A few were mentioned in Part 1 of these notes, and we 

now reprint a few more of them: 

* From: Bruce Spiden  

(Bruce played 129 games for the Club from 1974 to 1981. He captained the 

Firsts in 1977 and 1978, was VAFA E Section Best & Fairest in 1978, and Club 

Best & Fairest in 1976, 1978 and 1979.)                

Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2016 7:07 AM 

To: James Legoe  

Subject: congratulations 
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“Morning Jimmy, 

What a fantastic result last weekend. Going into C grade is a huge step forward for 

the club and hopefully a stepping stone into B grade. 

My congratulations to all of the players, coaches and those behind the scene that 

made it possible. 

I was so impressed with the professionalism at the OGS from the coaching support 

staff, players, committee and the club in general. The OGS has never been managed 

better than it is today.  

Enjoy the celebrations.   Regards,  Spido”                          (seen right at Como, 1980) 

=========================                                                                          

* From: Alistair Ewart     

(Alistair’s business is a sponsor of the Old Geelong Football Club.)                                          

Subject: Great victory!          

“G’day guys, Great victory! I had an email and then they did social media on the victory, with a lot of likes 

which was great, plus one from the Geelong Footy Club. Our push to A grade is well underway! 

Enjoy the celebrations!    Cheers,   Alistair Ewart 

Managing Director, Winning Edge Presentations  http://www.winningedge.net.au/” 

* From: Reg Bright    Date: Tue, Sep 13, 2016 at 2:02 PM 

(Reg played 84 games game for the Club 1963-71, and was the winner of the 

first-ever Best Clubman award in 1963.)  

Subject: Re: Old Geelong win Division 1 premiership! 🏆 

To: <oldgeelongfc@gmail.com> 

“Well done, OGs. A mighty win against quality opposition. Credit to the 

players, coaches, management & all others who helped & supported the club.  

Go OGs.” 

 

http://www.winningedge.net.au/
mailto:oldgeelongfc@gmail.com
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* We’re not quite sure about the immediacy of the connection, but we also received this email advice in 

relation to a past player, John Henderson (109 games 1983-1989, and member of the Reserves’ Premiership side 

of 1988, partially obscured in 

middle back row) on the one 

hand, and the 2016 Premiership 

cup awarded to Old Geelong on 

the other.  

“Pete - by the way the Ernie Atkins Cup is named after “Duck” (John) 

Henderson’s mum’s uncle. Was head of the VAFA for years apparently. 

Goes well with the John Manton Medal.  Oggs all round.......” 

(Ernie Atkins was indeed President of the VAFA from 1947 to 1971. - PL) 

* From Peter Reid   (101 games 1966-1973; member of the Firsts Premiership side of 1966.) 

“Thanks for the news Pete – fantastic. Congratulations to the club, and best regards.” 

* From Alby Carnegie 

(Alby was the first person to run 100 games on the boundary for the Club, and coached the Firsts in 1963.)  

“Peter great news as we were away OS then so this is the first time I knew. 

Kind regards,   Alby”  

* From Michael Crawford in 

Sydney (171 games 1968-1984, 

Firsts B & F 1972, Captain of the 

Firsts 1972-1975. Photo Como, 

probably 1971) 

“Fantastic win and congrats to all 

involved.  Crawf” 

========================= 
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* After some hesitation, I am putting in two emails addressed to me (Peter Lemon), but they did mean a lot. 

At the presentation ceremony after the game, and after the medals had been handed to each of our players, 

the VAFA Duty Officer for the day, Richard Evans (a former President of the VAFA), handed me the 

Premiership cup to present to our Coach Jon Knight and Captain Andy Leahy (and that, too, meant plenty). 

 

Email 1: From Jim Legoe (current Treasurer, past President, inter alia) 

“Pete,  On behalf of the OGS, I wanted to thank you for all of the work you do (and more importantly, have 

done) for the Club.  It was great to see you up there presenting the premiership cup to the boys on Saturday 

and I couldn’t think of anyone more worthy to have done so.  The raw emotion on your face and jubilation 

from our sixth senior premiership (and 18th across all grades) almost brought a tear to my eye.   

The vibe around the Club is one of the best I have felt around the OGS since I came down back in 1999 and 

there is genuine excitement at what lies ahead in 2017 (and beyond).  Whilst you are a humble man, you 

should be very proud of your involvement in the resurgence of the OGS in recent years.  Hopefully there will 

be many more positives to evolve in the next few years!” 

Email 2: From Simon O’Brien (member Reserves Premiership teams 2005, 2007; co-coach U19 Premiers 2012) 

“Pete, Just wanted to say well done on getting such a thrill on 

Saturday by presenting the senior team with their premiership 

cup, a truly fitting reward for all the 50+ years of hard work you 

have put in. 

It’s great the VAFA were able to seize the opportunity and hand 

you this truly unique moment, only befitting the effort and loyalty 

you have shown the club over these many years. 

I was looking back on Saturday and thinking how persistent you 

have been about Under 19 football at our club, and the benefits were never more so present than on Saturday 

afternoon with up to 8 players (actually, ten, Obbie: as I said in Part 1, my maths is/are impeccable) starting 

their OGs journey at Unders level.  
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Well done Pete! I hope you enjoyed the moment, as you sure deserve it!”  (I did, mate; thank you.) 

========================= 

22) 1990 Firsts premiership Captain Cullen Gunn has done a lot of work this 

season in getting players from that era re-connected with the Club.   Big 

reunion at the Pivot Lunch in August (all but three or four from the Firsts 

premiership side, among many others), and quite a few were in attendance at 

the Grand Final as well. He sent the following note out to all those on his 

emailing list, whether they were there or not, a couple of days later, along 

with some of the VAFA photos from the GF.  

“Hi Lads – the OGS boys did very well on 

Saturday.  

“Check out these photos.   Never thought I’d 

find a reason to suggest this but Jock’s mark 

right up there with some of the Charlie Ross 

and Dan Ritchie (below left, but he dropped that 

one) efforts of years past.  In the attached 

photo, Jock is still going up at this 

point.  Look at the big boot in the 

back of the opponent’s head….. an 

absolute screamer!!  

“Just to list a few names you would 

know: 

        Dougal’s kid a chip off the old block – perhaps silkier  
 

        Harry and Min’s twins were just unbelievable at implementing 
team ethos 
 

        Lemon had a great day – I think: hard to tell for all the tears.  (The 

early spring pollen count and resultant hay fever can be very high at that time of year. - PL)  

        Can’t list everyone but all round a hugely impressive bunch with big plans for the future. 

“Thanks all for your support during the year.  Enormously appreciated and valued by all at the club – 

especially the Pivot Members – makes a huge difference for them.  Had some lovely feedback back from 

current officials and players – they do really enjoy having the link to and support of past players.   

Be great to get you all involved again next year at some level.” 
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23) of how to (mis)diagnose an injured knee. 

Fairly early pre-season training February in 2015 on Como Park North the bloke opposite went down in a 

screaming heap, clutching a knee. We did not have a trainer there (they were starting the next week) and for 

possibly the first time in the Club’s history no-one had thought to bring a bag of ice.  

Using his amassed knowledge of sports medicine the writer thought 

to himself, “well that’s the last we’ll see of him for at least 12 

months, if ever, following what will probably be a total knee 

reconstruction. A shame – somebody had told me ‘he is pretty 

good.’” 

Anyway, I drove off to the nearest service station, purchased a bag 

of ice, returned to Como North where copious amounts were 

applied for about 15 minutes, and I told him to repeat the dose 

regularly as soon as he got home. 

And I then asked him how far he had to drive. The answer was Corio. 

Helpful, that.  

But amazingly, an extraordinary recovery. No operation required.  

No nothing. Played in the Unders a month later in Round 1. 

But then some three matches into the season he damaged a tendon 

in a finger which did require an operation - and about six weeks on the sidelines. He then came back, and 

was an integral part of the U19 team for the rest of the season, when not playing three games in the Firsts. 

This year (2016) he became an integral part of the Ones (indeed played all 21 games), despite studying in 

Bendigo and often attending training, was one of six OGS players named in the Division 1 Team of the Year, 

and of course was a member of the Firsts’ Premiership side.  

Great stuff, Josh Hutley; I cannot think of a worthier recipient of the senior Coach’s Award for 2016. 

24) A general observation from co-President Jim Wright 

“One from me Pete – it was October 2014 when I met Charles 

Burbury and Jock Grimshaw for the first time as U19 coach. Jock 

arrived home from overseas and came straight to the pub to meet 

Matt Collister and I. He had written his Round 1, 2015 U19 team on 

a Qantas napkin, and notes as to how we need to recruit each player! 

Two years later and four of that U19 team played in the senior 

Premiership, with another three having played senior footy 

throughout the year.   

From having no U19 in part of 2013 and all of 2014 to having our side 

make the grand final in 2015 and fifty U19’s play in 2016 and a senior 

Premiership full of U19 talent is a remarkable turnaround. 

Cheers, JW” 
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Indeed, and I reckon much of that turnaround has come from the untiring efforts of Jim to take this Club to 

higher places: I remember well a conversation when driving back from Craigieburn after an U19 practice 

match in 2015, when he talked about his plans for 

the OGFC. 

And in 2016 in addition to his role as Assistant 

Coach of the Firsts he also had to undertake the 

role of Acting President for nearly four months, 

and I can only say that his input to the Club has 

been and continues to be awesome. 

 
25) Another incoming email: 
 
From: Margie Gillett 
Sent: Sunday, 18 September 2016 10:14 AM 
To: Peter Lemon  Subject: OGFC communications 
 
Dear Peter, 
 
Just wanted to thank you and Josh Hoevenaars for your excellent communications on behalf of the OGFC. 
 
I look forward to receiving OG newsletters because they are exceptionally well written, the photos are terrific 
and this year the news has been consistently good! Cathie Kemp has done a great job connecting people 
socially, and following up the VAFA match fixture at Corio. She's a gem. 
 
When Jimmy Legoe came to address an OGG Committee meeting in May this year, we were all impressed by 
the energy and vitality emanating from the leadership group of the Old Geelong Sports Club, and in turn by 
the good morale and confidence created among OGGs, OGCs and all others who are part of the club and its 
teams.  It justifies on every level the amount that the OGG Association contributes financially towards the 
activities of the organisation. 
 
Since May, I have attended an OGFC business breakfast at Jimmy's invitation, a packed Pivot lunch (hilarious 
- lads, legends, larrikins and even ladies laughing at non-PC humour), and a number of OG games.  At Como, 
Corio and Coburg I stood with bated breath on the sidelines as our players performed perfect passages of 
play in perpetual motion to keep that ball rolling to the big sticks at the OG end - the standard was far superior 
to what might be expected of D grade.  
 
The GGS school council chairman, Jeremy Kirkwood was 
at Coburg with wife Sarah and daughter Ally Kirkwood, 
who of course now leads the netball group.  There is no 
doubt the OGSC is one of the strongest binding forces of 
the OGG community - combining with OGC to bring 
together multi-generations in a broad cross-section of 
the wider community.  Winning two premierships is the 
icing on the cake for 2016, but it means so much more 
for the future success of the whole club.  The seniors are 
up to C grade now, and then hopefully up to B - because 
not to B is out of the question!  (It took us a number of 
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reads before we noticed that one Margie! First time Shakespeare has made it into my notes I think, although 
there have been plenty of winters of our discontent over the years.) 
 
On behalf of the OGG Committee:  Congratulations to all on a fantastic year! 
Kind regards 
Margie Gillett,     OGG President” 
 
 

 

(On the subject of OGFC communications, it is interesting to note from those who can extract this sort of 

information from cyber-space, that the Old Geelong Football Club Website/Facebook page receives the third 

highest number of hits/visits of any clubs in the VAFA -  of which there are around 70 - during the football 

season.  
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This competes Part 2 of the Grand Final Wraps - there is still quite a lot more to come in Part 3. 

 

Photos Part 2  VAFA (8), Lemon (29),  MCG shot -  Andrew Walsh, 1971 Como – not known. If anyone still has anything they would 

like to contribute for Part 3 please forward it by email to lemmododo@gmail.com and it might be considered.   

 

 

 

To be continued……………… 
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